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Cupcakes & Conversations: Painting with a Purpose
Cupcakes & Conversations: Painting with a Purpose is taking place on March 27th from 
6pm to 8pm at Painting with a Twist, located at 618 NW 60th St Suite B, Gainesville, FL. 
This Cupcakes & Conversations will serve as an opportunity for young girls and leading 
women in the community to meet in a social atmosphere and exchange positive dialogue 
about the arts, career choices and life goals. This event is dedicated to exposing girls to 
the arts, encouraging self-expression, and building confidence – all while having fun!

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)
Who is invited to participate? We are asking SHEros, defined as any woman who considers herself to be a 
role model, to sponsor and mentor a young girl for the evening. This event will benefit girls between the ages of 
11 and 18. 

How much does tickets cost? $35 each

What is the deadline for registration? Because seating is limited, reservations are accepted on a first 
registered-and-paid basis. Although we are willing to accept ticket sales up until the day before, the event may 
sell out before then. To register, complete the form located at this link: http://bit.ly/DOP2019PWAP.  

What do I have to do as a mentor? We are asking that you spend time talking with your mentee in between 
painting and answer any questions that she may have. Topics can range around the arts, career choices and life 
goals. Feel free to use the conversation starters that we will provide. 

Does my mentorship extend beyond this event? No.

What if I do not have a girl who is between 11 and 18 years of age to sponsor, can I still 
sponsor a girl? Yes. When you complete the form, simply type Dream on Purpose into the sponsee name field 
and we will pair you with a girl. 

What if I currently mentor a girl, can I sponsor her? Yes. 

Can I sponsor more than one girl? Yes. We would like to keep the mentorship ration to 1 adult to 1 mentee, 
with the highest being 1 adult to 2 mentees. If you are sponsoring more than 2 girls, we only ask that you allow 
us to pair them with another mentor for the evening.

Does my mentorship extend beyond this event? No.

Can I sponsor my daughter? Yes; however, we ask that you allow us to pair her with a different mentor for 
the evening.

I am not a female, but I would like to help. What can I do? Feel free to sponsor a girl.

Do I need to bring any art supplies? No. Painting with a Twist will provide all necessary supplies.
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What is the featured painting for the event? We provided our followers with four options to vote on our 
social media platforms. "Cassandra's Butterfly" won with the most amount of votes. See below. 

Can you provide more information on Dream on Purpose? Dream on Purpose is a 501(c)3 nonprofit 
organization dedicated to empowering girls between the ages of 11-18. Through our quarterly event, Cupcakes 
& Conversations, we provide girls with a collective forum for positive dialogue and an opportunity to engage in a 
multi-tiered system of resources - just for them! Since our inception in 2016, we have been able to touch nearly 
500 lives. Help us to reach more! For more information, please visit our website at www.dreamonpurpose.org. 

I would like to support Dream on Purpose. Can I pay Painting with a Twist more than the event 
fee and ask them to allocate those funds to Dream on Purpose? No. Cupcakes & Conversations: 
Painting with a Purpose also serves as a fundraiser for Dream on Purpose, so we will receive half of the 
proceeds raised. If you increase your payment through Painting with a Twist's website, they can only provide us 
with half of those funds. If you would like to donate directly to Dream on Purpose, visit www.dreamonpurpose.org 
and click 'Make a Difference' or scan the QR code provided below. Any donated funds will go towards our 2019 
programming and further our mission of empowering girls to actualize their dreams. 

I do not see my question listed above. Who can I contact for additional questions? You can reach a 
Dream on Purpose team member at 352-247-4DOP(4367) or info@dreamonpurpose.org. 
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